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SCHATTEN CLASS HANKEL AND ∂-NEUMANN OPERATORS ON
PSEUDOCONVEX DOMAINS IN Cn
NI˙HAT GO¨KHAN GO¨G˘U¨S¸ AND SO¨NMEZ S¸AHUTOG˘LU
ABSTRACT. Let Ω be a C2-smooth bounded pseudoconvex domain in Cn for n ≥ 2 and let ϕ
be a holomorphic function on Ω that is C2-smooth on the closure of Ω. We prove that if Hϕ is
in Schatten p-class for p ≤ 2n then ϕ is a constant function. As a corollary, we show that the
∂-Neumann operator on Ω is not Hilbert-Schmidt.
Let Ω be a bounded domain in Cn and A2(Ω) denote the Bergman space, the set of square
integrable holomorphic functions on Ω. We define the Hankel operator Hϕ : A
2(Ω) → L2(Ω)
with symbol ϕ ∈ L∞(Ω) as follows: Hϕ f = (I− P)(ϕ f ) for f ∈ A2(Ω), where I is the identity
map and P : L2(Ω) → A2(Ω) is the Bergman projection.
In this paper we study Schatten p-class membership of Hankel operators. The Hankel op-
erator Hϕ is said to be in the Schatten p-class, Sp, if the operator (H∗ϕHϕ)p/2 is in the trace
class, S1. We recall that a self-adjoint compact operator on a separable Hilbert space is in S1
if its eigenvalues are absolutely summable. We note that S2 is the class of Hilbert-Schmidt
operators and we refer the reader to [Zhu07] for more information about these notions.
On the unit disc, D ⊂ C, Arazy-Fisher-Peetre [AFP88] (see also [Zhu07, Theorem 8.29])
showed that for ϕ ∈ A2(D) the Hankel operator Hϕ is in the Schatten p-class if and only if ϕ
is in the Besov space Bp consisting of holomorphic functions ϕ on D such that∫
D
|ϕ′(z)|p(1− |z|2)p−2dV(z) < ∞
where dV is the Lebesgue measure.
In higher dimensions, that is Ω ⊂ Cn for n ≥ 2, the first result is due to Kehe Zhu. He
[Zhu90] showed that in case Ω is the unit ball and ϕ is holomorphic, Hϕ ∈ Sp for p ≤ 2n if
and only if ϕ is constant. Since then Schatten p-class membership of Hankel operators has
been studied by many authors. For example, to list a few, it has been studied on the unit
ball [Zhu91, Xia02, Pau16], strongly pseudoconvex domains [Li93], finite type pseudoconvex
domains in C2 [KLR97], Reinhardt domains [Le14, C¸Z13, C¸Z17], and the Fock spaces [Sch04,
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Sch09, SY13]. In this paper, we study it on C2-smooth bounded pseudoconvex domains in Cn
for n ≥ 2. Throughout the paper O(Ω) denotes the space of holomorphic functions on Ω.
Our main result is the following theorem.
Theorem 1. Let Ω be a C2-smooth bounded pseudoconvex domain in Cn for n ≥ 2 and ϕ ∈ O(Ω) ∩
C2(Ω). Then Hϕ is in Sp for p ≤ 2n if and only if ϕ is a constant function.
The following is a trivial corollary of Theorem 1.
Corollary 1. Let Ω be a C2-smooth bounded pseudoconvex domain in Cn for n ≥ 2 and ϕ ∈ O(Ω)∩
C2(Ω). Then Hϕ is Hilbert-Schmidt on the Bergman space A
2(Ω) if and only if ϕ is a constant
function.
Hankel operators, through the Kohn’s formula, are connected to the ∂-Neumann operator,
an important tool in several complex variables. Now we explain this connection.
Let ∂∂
∗
+ ∂
∗
∂ be the complex Laplacian on L2
(0,1)
(Ω), the square integrable (0, 1)-forms on
Ω. This is an unbounded, self-adjoint, closed operator. Ho¨rmander [Ho¨r65] showed that (see
also [CS01, Theorem 4.4.1]), if Ω is a bounded pseudoconvex domain in Cn, then the complex
Laplacian has a bounded solution operator N1, called the ∂-Neumann operator. Furthermore,
Kohn [Koh63] (see also [CS01, Theorem 4.4.5]) proved that the Bergman projection and N1 are
connected trough the following formula
P = I − ∂∗N1∂.
Therefore, one can show that if Ω is a bounded pseudoconvex domain and ϕ ∈ C1(Ω) then
Hϕ f = ∂
∗
N1( f ∂ϕ) for f ∈ A2(Ω). So it is reasonable to expect Hϕ to be closely connected to
N1. Indeed this is true in terms of compactness of the operators. We refer the reader to [Str10,
Proposition 4.1] and [CˇS¸09, C¸S¸14, S¸Z17] for some recent results in this direction, and to books
[CS01, Str10, Has14] for more information about the ∂-Neumann problem.
In terms of Schatten p-class membership of N1 : L
2
(0,1)
(Ω) → L2
(0,1)
(Ω) we have the fol-
lowing corollary, which will be proven at the end of the paper. We note that the result in
Corollary 2 below also holds for the restriction of N1 onto A
2
(0,1)(Ω), the space of (0, 1)-forms
with square integrable holomorphic coefficients on Ω. Furthermore, while ∂
∗
N1 (canonical
solution operator to ∂) is Hilbert-Schmidt for Ω = D ⊂ C, it fails to be Hilbert-Schmidt when
Ω is the unit ball in Cn for n ≥ 2. We refer the reader to [Has14, Chapter 2] and the references
therein for results about Schatten p-class membership of ∂
∗
N1.
Corollary 2. Let Ω be a C2-smooth bounded pseudoconvex domain in Cn for n ≥ 2 and N1 denote
the ∂-Neumann operator. Then ∂
∗
N1 is not in S4 and N1 is not Hilbert-Schmidt.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section we will present some
necessary basic results that are well known. We include them here for the convenience of the
reader. In the last section we give the proofs of Theorem 1 and Corollary 2.
PREPARATORY RESULTS
In this section we will include some preparatory results that will be useful in the proof of
Theorem 1. We include them here for the convenience of the reader but we don’t claim any
originality about these results.
Let Ω be a bounded domain and ϕ ∈ L∞(Ω). Then the Berezin transform of ϕ is defined as
ϕ˜(z) =
∫
Ω
|kz(ξ)|2ϕ(ξ)dV(ξ)
where kz(ξ) =
K(ξ,z)√
K(z,z)
. Furthermore, we define
MO(ϕ, z) = |˜ϕ|2(z)− |ϕ˜(z)|2.
We denote H∞(Ω) = O(Ω) ∩ L∞(Ω). In case ϕ ∈ H∞(Ω) we have
MO(ϕ, z) = |˜ϕ|2(z)− |ϕ(z)|2
as ϕ˜ = ϕ.
Lemma 1. Let Ω be a bounded domain in Cn and ϕ ∈ H∞(Ω). Then Pϕkz = ϕ(z)kz for z ∈ Ω.
Proof. Let z,w ∈ Ω. Then
Pϕkz(w) =
∫
Ω
K(w, ξ)ϕ(ξ)kz(ξ)dV(ξ)
=
∫
Ω
K(w, ξ)
K(ξ, z)√
K(z, z)
ϕ(ξ)dV(ξ)
=
1√
K(z, z)
∫
Ω
K(z, ξ)K(ξ,w)ϕ(ξ)dV(ξ)
=
1√
K(z, z)
K(z,w)ϕ(z)
=ϕ(z)kz(w).
Hence the proof of the lemma is complete. 
Corollary 3. Let Ω be a bounded domain in Cn and ϕ ∈ H∞(Ω). Then
Hϕkz(w) = (ϕ(w)− ϕ(z))kz(w)
for z,w ∈ Ω.
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Lemma 2. Let Ω be a bounded domain in Cn and ϕ ∈ H∞(Ω). Then ‖Hϕkz‖2 = MO(ϕ, z).
Proof. Let z ∈ Ω. Lemma 1 implies that Pϕkz = ϕ(z)kz. Then∥∥Hϕkz∥∥2 =〈Hϕkz,Hϕkz〉
=〈ϕkz, ϕkz〉 − 〈Pϕkz, ϕkz〉
=〈|ϕ|2kz, kz〉 − ϕ(z)〈kz , ϕkz〉
=|˜ϕ|2(z)− |ϕ(z)|2
=MO(ϕ, z).
Hence the proof of the lemma is complete. 
We note that even though Lemmas 1 and 2 in [Zhu91] (used in the proof below) are stated
for the ball, they are actually true on any domain. The following corollary can also be deduced
from [Li93, Theorem 3.1]. We present a proof here for the convenience of the reader.
Corollary 4. Let Ω be a bounded domain in Cn, p ≥ 2, and ϕ ∈ H∞(Ω). Then Hϕ ∈ Sp implies
that
∫
Ω
(MO(ϕ, z))p/2K(z, z)dV(z) < ∞.
Proof. Let us assume that Hϕ ∈ Sp for p ≥ 2. Then (H∗ϕHϕ)p/2 is in trace class on A2(Ω) (see
[Zhu07, Theorem 1.26]). Then [Zhu91, Lemma 1] (see also proof of [Zhu07, Theorem 6.4])
implies that ∫
Ω
〈(H∗ϕHϕ)p/2kz, kz〉K(z, z)dV(z) < ∞.
Next we use Lemma 2 and [Zhu91, Lemma 2] (see also [Zhu07, Proposition 1.31]) to conclude
that ∫
Ω
(MO(ϕ, z))p/2K(z, z)dV(z) =
∫
Ω
∥∥Hϕkz∥∥p K(z, z)dV(z)
=
∫
Ω
〈H∗ϕHϕkz, kz〉p/2K(z, z)dV(z)
≤
∫
Ω
〈(H∗ϕHϕ)p/2kz, kz〉K(z, z)dV(z)
<∞.
Therefore, the proof of the corollary is complete. 
Remark 1. Wewill use [BBCZ90, Theorem F] in the proof of Theorem 1. So we take this oppor-
tunity to comment that even though [BBCZ90, Theorem F] is stated for bounded symmetric
domains, observation of the proof (see [BBCZ90, Remark on pg 321] reveals that it is actually
true on all bounded domains in Cn. Indeed, let ψ : C → [0,∞) be a rotation-invariant C∞-
smooth function with supp(ψ) ⊂ D and ∫
D
ψ(ξ)dV(ξ) = 1. Then for z ∈ Ω and sufficiently
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small ε > 0 we define
χz(w) =
1
ε2n
ψ
(
w1 − z1
ε
)
· · ·ψ
(
wn − zn
ε
)
∈ C∞0 (Ω)
where w = (w1, . . . ,wn) and z = (z1, . . . , zn). Then we have K(w, z) = Pχz(w) (see, for
instance, [JP13, Remark 12.1.5]). To prove that ∂∂zj
K(., z) ∈ A2(Ω), it is enough to show that
∂
∂xj
Pχz = P
(
∂
∂xj
χz
)
and
∂
∂yj
Pχz = P
(
∂
∂yj
χz
)
where zj = xj + iyj. We will show only the first equality as the second one is similar. Let
hj = (0, . . . , 0, h, 0, . . . , 0) where h is a real number at the jth spot. Since we are dealing with
holomorphic functions, it is enough to prove that ‖Pχz+hj − Pχz − hP∂xjχz‖ = o(h) where
∂xj =
∂
∂xj
. Since P is a bounded linear operator with norm equal to 1 and χz ∈ C∞0 (Ω) we
have ∥∥∥∥∥Pχz+hj − Pχz − hP∂xjχzh
∥∥∥∥∥ ≤
∥∥∥∥∥χz+hj − χz − h∂xjχzh
∥∥∥∥∥→ 0
as h → 0. Therefore, ∂∂xj Pχz = P
(
∂
∂xj
χz
)
. Furthermore, using induction we conclude that
∂α
∂zαj
K(., z) ∈ A2(Ω) for any multi-index α.
The following is a version of [BBCZ90, Theorem F] for bounded domains in Cn.
Theorem 2 ([BBCZ90]). Let Ω be a bounded domain in Cn and γ : [0, 1] → Ω be a C1-smooth curve.
Assume that s(t) denote the arc-length of γ with respect to the Bergman metric of Ω and ϕ ∈ L∞(Ω).
Then ∣∣∣∣ ddt ϕ˜(γ(t))
∣∣∣∣ ≤ 2√2(dsdt
)
sup
0≤t≤1
(MO(ϕ,γ(t)))1/2 .
Then we have the following useful corollary.
Corollary 5. Let Ω be a bounded domain in Cn, ϕ ∈ H∞(Ω), and X = (a1, . . . , an) ∈ Cn. Then∣∣∣∣∣ n∑
j=1
aj
∂ϕ(z)
∂zj
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ 2√2(MO(ϕ, z))1/2B(X, z)
where B(X, z) denotes the Bergman metric applied to the vector X at z.
PROOFS OF THEOREM 1 AND COROLLARY 2
Before we start the proof of Theorem 1 we present two results in several complex variables.
We note that Bz0(r) denotes the open ball centered at z0 with radius r. We will use the notion
of CR functions in the following proposition. We refer the reader to [CS01, Chapter 3] for the
definition and properties of CR functions.
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Proposition 1. Let Ω be a domain in Cn for n ≥ 2, z0 ∈ bΩ, and ϕ ∈ O(Ω) ∩ C2(Ω). Assume that
there exists r > 0 such that bΩ is C2-smooth in the ball Bz0(r), the Levi form of bΩ has at least one
positive eigenvalue at z0, and ϕ is CR function on bΩ ∩ Bz0(r). Then ϕ is constant.
Proof. Using a holomorphic change of coordinates wemay assume that z0 is the origin, yn-axis
is the real normal direction and X1 = (0, . . . , 0, 1, 0) is complex tangential (corresponding to a
positive eigenvalue of the Levi form, and the two dimensional slice H0) at z0, and
H0 = {(ξ1, ξ2) ∈ C2 : (0, . . . , 0, ξ1, ξ2) ∈ Ω}
is strictly convex at the origin. Furthermore, since small C2 perturbations of strictly convex
surfaces are strictly convex, the slices {(ξ1, ξ2) ∈ C2 : (z1, . . . , zn−2, ξ1, ξ2) ∈ Ω} are strictly
convex for sufficiently small |z1|+ . . .+ |zn−2|. Then we conclude that there exists 0 < c < 1
such that Ω ∩ Bz0(cr) is union of discs parallel to z1-axis whose boundaries lie in bΩ ∩ Bz0(r).
Since ϕ|bΩ∩Bz0(r) is a CR function, [CS01, Theorem 3.3.2] implies that it has a holomorphic
extension φz0,r onto Ω ∩ Bz0(cr) for some c > 0 (here we shrink c if necessary). Then the
fact that φz0,r and ϕ are harmonic and they match on bΩ ∩ Bz0(r) imply that φz0,r = ϕ on
Ω ∩ Bz0(cr). Hence, ϕ and ϕ are holomorphic on Ω ∩ Bz0(cr). Therefore, ϕ is constant. 
In the following theorem (see also [Ohs02, Theorem 6.8] for a statement) pi(z) denotes the
point in bΩ closest to z and dbΩ(z) denotes the distance from z to bΩ. We note that the function
pi is well defined near C2-smooth portion of the boundary.
Theorem 3 (Diederich [Die70]). Let Ω be a pseudoconvex domain in Cn and z0 ∈ bΩ. Assume that
there exists an open neighborhood U of z0 such that bΩ is C
2-smooth in U and bΩ ∩U is composed of
strongly pseudoconvex points. Then there exists a neighborhood V ⋐ U of z0 and C > 0 such that
B(X, z) ≤ C
( |Xτ |
(dbΩ(z))1/2
+
|Xν|
dbΩ(z)
)
for z ∈ V ∩Ω where Xτ and Xν denote that complex tangential and complex normal component of X
at pi(z), respectively.
Now we are ready to present the proof of Theorem 1. We will use the fact that every
bounded C2-smooth pseudoconvex domain has some strongly pseudoconvex boundary points
(see, for instance, [Bas77]). Then we will follow the ideas in [Li93] and localize the estimate
near a strongly pseudoconvex point in the boundary to get a contradiction in case Hϕ ∈ Sp
for p ≤ 2n.
Proof of Theorem 1. We will only prove the non-trivial direction. Since Sα ⊆ Sβ for α ≤ β we
start the proof by assuming that Hϕ ∈ S2n. Then Corollary 4 (see also [Li93, Theorem 3.1])
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implies that ∫
Ω
(MO(ϕ, z))nK(z, z)dV(z) < ∞.(1)
Let z0 ∈ bΩ be a strongly pseudoconvex point andU = Bz0(r) so that all points in Bz0(2r)∩ bΩ
are strongly pseudoconvex. By Corollary 5 we have∣∣∣∣∣ n∑
j=1
aj
∂ϕ(z)
∂zj
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ 2√2(MO(ϕ, z))1/2B(X, z)
for X = (a1, . . . , an) ∈ Cn. Furthermore, Theorem 3 implies that there exists C > 0 such that
B(X, z) ≤ C
2
√
2
( |Xτ |
(dbΩ(z))1/2
+
|Xν|
dbΩ(z)
)
for z ∈ U ∩Ω where Xτ and Xν are the tangential and normal components of X, respectively.
Combining the previous two estimates, we conclude that for any z ∈ U ∩Ω we have∣∣∣∣∣ n∑
j=1
aj
∂ϕ(z)
∂zj
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ C · (MO(ϕ, z))1/2
( |Xτ |
(dbΩ(z))1/2
+
|Xν|
dbΩ(z)
)
.
Then
|∂bϕ(z)|2dbΩ(z) = |∂bϕ(z)|2dbΩ(z) ≤ C2 ·MO(ϕ, z).
Combining the previous inequality with (1) we get∫
Ω∩U
|∂bϕ(z)|2n(dbΩ(z))nK(z, z)dV(z) < ∞.
We note that K(z, z) is comparable to (dbΩ(z))
−n−1 near strongly pseudoconvex boundary
points (see, for example, [Ho¨r65, Theorem 3.5.1]). Then there exists C˜ > 0 such that for
sufficiently small ε > 0 we get∫ ε
0
dt
t
∫
bΩt∩U˜
|∂bϕ(z)|2ndσ(z) ≤C˜
∫
Ω∩U
|∂bϕ(z)|2n
dbΩ(z)
dV(z)
≤C˜2
∫
Ω∩U
|∂bϕ(z)|2n(dbΩ(z))nK(z, z)dV(z)
<∞
where bΩt = {z ∈ Ω : dbΩ(z) = t} and U˜ = Bz0(r/2). Then
∫
bΩ∩U |∂bϕ(z)|2ndσ(z) = 0.
Since ∂bϕ is continuous on bΩ ∩U we conclude that ∂bϕ = 0 on bΩ ∩U. Finally, Proposition
1 implies that ϕ is constant. 
Finally we present the proof of Corollary 2.
Proof of Corollary 2. Let K2(0,q)(Ω) denote the square integrable ∂-closed (0, q)-forms on Ω and
Nq denote the ∂-Neumann operator on L
2
(0,q)
(Ω). We note that K2
(0,1)
(Ω) is a closed subspace
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(as it is the kernel of ∂) of L2
(0,1)
(Ω) and N1 maps K
2
(0,1)
(Ω) into itself (as ∂N1 = N2∂). Range’s
Theorem (see, for instance, [Str10, p.77] and [Ran84]) implies that N1 = (∂
∗
N1)
∗∂∗N1 on
Ker(∂). Furthermore, T ∈ Sp if and only if T∗T ∈ Sp/2 (see [Zhu07, Theorem 1.26]). If N1
is Hilbert-Schmidt then ∂
∗
N1|A2
(0,1)
(Ω) ∈ S4 where A2(0,1)(Ω) is the space of (0, 1)-forms with
square integrable holomorphic coefficients. However, Hz1 f = ∂
∗
N1( f dz1) for f ∈ A2(Ω) and
Hz1 6∈ S4. Therefore, ∂
∗
N1 6∈ S4 and N1 is not Hilbert-Schmidt. 
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